FORT VALLEY 2020
COVID 19 Guideline Agreement
NO REFUNDS will be given except in the event of ride cancellation
Please read carefully, initial each bullet point and sign below. This form needs to be e-mailed with your entry
form, a copy of current Coggins, FULL payment and release forms in a timely manner in order to be included
in the limited number of 100 unique riders. If the Ride Secretary does not receive ALL PRE-REGISTRATION
documents and payment within 7 days of ride date, you will be moved to the wait list of other interested riders.
____ There will be NO REGISTRATION TABLE at ride camp. ALL documents and PAYMENTS MUST be
done online in advance. NO WALK INS. While this is inconvenient, it is necessary for the safety of all involved
to reduce the amount of personal contact. Thank you for your cooperation.
____ As of now, Virginia is in Phase 3. This means a limit of 100 total unique riders, and a total of 10 Ride
and Tie teams) and 30 volunteers. This means if a person is riding both days, they will only be counted
ONCE toward the 100 unique riders. ONLY PEOPLE registered for the ride and ONE CREW MEMBER in
base camp. PLEASE DO NOT bring ADDITIONAL friends or family unless approved by Ride Management,
and on the volunteer list. (EVERYONE ATTENDING THE RIDE MUST FILL OUT AND SIGN ONE OF THESE
FORMS)
ARRIVAL: Upon arrival, people will remain in their vehicles until these steps occur:
____ Each person in the vehicle must confirm they have not had a positive COVID 19 test or been exposed
to a person with COVID 19 in the last 14 days.
____ It is the responsibility of the rider/volunteer to ensure that they are healthy before attending Ft. Valley.
Please do not attend the ride if you are showing signs of illness to include, but not limited to: fever, cough,
shortness of breath or difficulty breathing, chills, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, or loss of sense of smell or taste.
____ No one with a temperature of 100.4 or higher Should attend the ride (National COVID guidelines)
PLEASE take your temperature before you leave home. (Yes, this is on the honor system).
.
____ ***FACE COVERING or MASKS: Face covering and/or masks will be required: at Vet In, when in P&R
box, at ALL Vet checks, Finish Line/final vetting, BC presentation, AND anywhere around the RM trailer.
Masks and face shields will be provided to P&R, scribes, vets, and volunteers. Riders must provide their own.
Failure to follow this guideline will result in rider disqualification.
____ If you are NOT WILLING to follow any one or more of these guidelines, please do not attend the ride, and
allow another rider the chance to compete. These guidelines are for the safety of others and you.
I, ________________________________, agree to these COVID 19 guidelines for the 2020 Fort Valley Ride
I am attending on ________________, 2020.
________________________________
Signature

_______________
Date

This page MUST be returned with entry form, ALL WAIVERS, negative Coggins, and FULL payment or
you are not entered in the ride.

